Call to Order

Attendance (Bolded: Absent)

- Greg Rothberg - Director
- Daniel Martinez - Undergrad Rep
- Upasana Mustafi - Undergrad Rep (Proxy)
- Thao "Annie" Le - ASUCI President
- Maureen Purcell - AGS Rep
- Zaid Parekh - Undergrad Rep (Chair)
- Brandon Kincaid - Undergrad Rep
- Danielle Gerken - Undergrad Rep (Vice Chair)
- Jonathan Krebs - Undergrad Rep
- Justine Villanueva - Undergrad Rep

Administrative Procedures
  a) Welcome

Reports
  a) Building Activities Report
  b) Facility improvements
  c) Department updates

New Business

Adjournment
Minutes: Anteater Recreation Center (ARC) Advisory Board
May 17th, 2019 - 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM

Meeting attendees:
Greg Rothberg (Campus Recreation Director),
Zaid Parekh (ARC Advisory Board Chair),
Brandon Kincaid (undergrad rep),
Jonathan Krebs (undergrad rep)
Maureen Purcell (AGS Rep)

Absent:
Justine Villanueva (undergrad rep),
Daniel Gerken (ARC Advisory Board Vice-Chair),
Daniel Martinez (undergrad rep),
Thao “Annie” Le (ASUCI President/ Exec Rep),
Upasana Mustafi (undergrad rep)

Call to Order: 10:03am

REPORTS

Building Activities Report
❖ Provided a chart to view usage numbers by week ranging from spring of 2018 to Winter of 2019. Broken down by usage per hour
➢ Generally the trend by week is the same with a large drop off in attendance around midterms and finals weeks
➢ Large number of people coming in at 6am. Is there a reason we don’t open earlier?
  ■ Biggest problem is staffing, they would have to come in at 4:30am to open at 5am. (not very feasible)
  ■ Can look at surveys taken at other schools to see where we stand in terms of hours of operation and usage
❖ Building Assessment
➢ Will have a consultant by August. Will work with staff and the Board to administer survey to students and review the facility
  ■ Plan to have a report of status by 2020 which could be used to work on a referendum for potential expansion of the building
    ● Report would provide insight into future planning: how best to improve facility based on user reviews and building reports
  ■ Surveys conducted will most likely be of small focus groups and be more qualitative
• Focus groups are effective and can get more accurate feedback
• How these groups will be chosen is to be determined with the consultant
  ■ Goal of the report is: Assessment, Benchmark Analysis, User Survey, Program Recommendations, and Estimate of Probable cost
• Expansion can potentially be in a new location.
• Growth of East Campus in the future may lead to more activity and be tied with new addition to the rec center

**Facility improvements**
  ❖ Locker Room is finally done
    ➢ Will close again for a few days in the summer when the green tiles come in

**Department updates**
  ❖ Yoga Fest Last Saturday
    ➢ About 250 participants and ~80% stayed the whole time
    ➢ May want to create more activities like this, perhaps annually in the Spring
  ❖ Possibility for more Yoga activities
    ➢ Once a month classes with a different Yoga Instructor each time
    ➢ Pop-Up Yoga once a quarter
      ■ Would be a small event of ~50-100 people in random calm spots around campus. Very similar to fit-squad
      ■ Possible location is Vista Field, has a wonderful view
        ● Can do a sundown outdoor session in the Early Fall or Late Spring (when it’s nice and warm out)
    ➢ Internal improvements
      ■ Make designated Yoga settings/spaces for the ARC’s regular yoga classes
        ● Could also potentially be available for anyone to use freely

Motion to Adjourn: 11:03am Brandon
Second: Jonathan